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Caltrain+BART+Bike = Mt Diablo, 80 miles, 6400ft of climbing= great ride, but
oh my has the Dumbarton bike path deteriorated!
View Larger Map
An odd ride, eh? Starts and ends in different places. Ah, the things you can pull off if you're not tied down to a car!
We've got some decent transit in the bay area, so why not use it? Not really fast transit; you have to go to France for that. But you
can put together a good East Bay ride by riding to your nearest CalTrain, connect to BART at the Millbrae Station, and arrive in
Walnut Creek ready to go! We left the house at 8:17am, just enough time to pick up coffee and breakfast at Starbucks before
catching the 8:41am train, which connects to the 9:21am BART, which arrives in Walnut Creek at 10:30am. Could you drive there
faster? Sure. About 1 hour 10 minutes; 1 hour 30 including the stop for Starbucks, so maybe 45 minutes faster by car. But then
you've got a car that you have to get back to, limiting your riding choices. If you do an out (by transit) and back (by bike), you can
effectively increase your radius from 50 miles to 75 or more! Which is obviously what we did.
It was pretty nice out there; close to hot, but not quite. The climb up Mt. Diablo was between 73 & 80 degrees and was surprisingly
easy. We stopped once on the way up to help a guy with a flat (new bike and he wasn't too familiar with it, plus he was using the
tubeless road clinchers, something I don't think is quite ready for prime time). Tried to save a snake but unfortunately got to watch a
car drive right over it. Lots of road stain from previously run-over snakes & tarantulas, much more than I've seen elsewhere. The
road surface is fantastic, far better than Mt. Hamilton.
Interesting thing about the top of Mt. Diablo today. It was just exactly the right temperature to make you a bit too comfortable. You
felt like you could sit down and read a book for a couple hours, chat with people, whatever. Seemed like a nice place to hang out.
That's not usually what goes on on a bike ride!
The ride back down was uneventful but slow (slow mostly because the park has radar-enforced speed limits of 15 to 25 miles per
hour), after which came an unexciting cruise through Blackhawk and the backside of Dublin. I'd been concerned there might not be
many places to eat on this ride, and maybe 15 years ago that would have been true, but things are pretty built up now and it was no
problem finding a Subway near Camino Tassajara & Blackhawk Road.
Palomares Canyon was as challenging as ever, and also the finale as far as anything really fun on the ride. After that it was city roads
with traffic through Fremont, which was actually a whole lot better than what followed- the Dumbarton Bridge lead in, the bridge
itself, and the Bayfront bike path on the other side. Talk about crumbling infrastructure! The road leading up to the bridge is both
grainy and choppy, and the bridge? Yikes, unbelievable amount of glass and other tire-biting debris, so much that I had to boot my
tire midspan after I noticed an irregularity when I ran my (gloved) hand over it, making sure I hadn't picked up glass.
And the other side? If this is what I go to DC to lobby for, I've got to change my thinking. They'd recently cut down the grasses and
weeds along the path, and not bothered to sweep it. Crud everywhere. And the part where you have to cross the street at the former
Sun Microsystems location (now Facebook)? Glass so bad in the bike section that you have to lift your bike over it. And when you
get to Marsh Road and have to use the push button to get across, just try and find where they hid it in the shrubs! In my opinion, the
Dumbarton Bridge bike path is a disaster, something not suitable for road bikes unless you're willing to risk destruction of expensive
high-quality tires.
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On CalTrain, bikes are held against the wall by bungee cords. Not elegant, and when it&#8217;s busy, not easy on the bikes. But
it works.

Riding BART from Millbrae to Walnut Creek. No place to stash your bike; you hold onto them for the duration.

Where were you when the bad guys shot the rocket that destroyed the sun? We saw it happen! (Reference to Star Trek
&#8220;Generations&#8221; movie)

The final run to the top of the Mt Diablo climb, dreadfully steep but mercilessly short

Kevin&#8217;s tire was living on borrowed time; we discovered this on the climb. Thankfully it held out.
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The summit of Mt. Diablo. If the gift shop is open, you can buy $1 cold cokes inside. Not that we would do anything like that.

On top of Mt Diablo, reading how it got its name

Kevin standing atop the very tippy-top of Mt. Diablo

On the Mt Diablo descent (South Gate) a car suddenly slows down, causing the rider in front of us to skid sideways.
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Lunch at the Subway in San Ramon (Camino Tassajara &#038; Blackhawk Road)

The &#8220;road&#8221; of grainy, choppy pavement leading up to the Dumbarton Bridge. Not enjoyable on a skinny-tire bike.

Repairing a tire shredded by the shrapnel on the Dumbarton Bridge.

The fun continues on the Dumbarton Bridge access, this on the west side, where you have to push the button to cross the road and
walk through a sea of glass.
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But wait, there&#8217;s more. They mowed down the grass &#038; weeds which threw debris all over the bike path.
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